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      New information has been obtained in recent years regarding formation rates and the production size-frequency 
distribution (PSFD) of decameter-scale primary Martian craters formed during recent Mars Global Surveyor orbiter 
and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter missions.1,2,3  Here we compare the PSFD of new small primaries (P) with new 
data on the PSFD of the total small crater population, which includes primaries and field secondaries (P+fS), and 
represents an average over longer time periods. Combined, these data sets have extraordinary potential for clarifying 
the evolutionary history and resurfacing episodes of small Martian geological formations. Mission scientists meas-
ured production rates of primary craters at diameters ~ 45 m > D ≳ 5.6 m; smaller fresh primaries down to 
D ~ 1.4 m have been detected, but the detection statistics at D < 5 m are believed to be incomplete.   
      If all impact craters at these sizes were primaries (P), we could use the measured crater population divided by the 
production rates to calculate accurate crater retention ages of local regions.  However, especially on older surfaces, 
an unknown number of the small craters are expected to be “field secondary craters” (fS) scattered from distant large 
primaries. At these small sizes, dividing the observed population by the P production thus gives an important upper 
limit on the crater retention age. (This is possible because the chronology function is linear over this age range.)   
      Figure 1 presents new data on the SFD of well-preserved total populations of P+fS at sizes down to 2 m (or even 
1 m).  These data are from counts by WKH on HiRISE frames of sparsely cratered (young) areas of Mars; they are 
part of a larger data set in a paper about small-crater SFD’s, in preparation by Werner et al.4  These counts indicate 
that the PSFD of P+fS continues to rise for small D, all the way down to D ~ 1-2 m limit (although caution should 
be used in applying these isochrons at only the smallest diameters).  Figure 2 compares the observed production 
rates of primaries (P) to the new total estimated “isochron” production rates (P + fS).  Further significance of Figs. 1 
and 2 will be discussed.  
                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Size-frequency distribution down to 
D ~ 1 m (2015 crater counts plotted against 2004 
isochrons). 
 

  
Fig. 2.  Roll-over at small sizes typically represents in-
complete detection (2016 isochrons, 2016 template). 
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